
Campaign name: Green leaf, green drive

Target audience: Urban Professionals with small kids (or no kids) who 
commute mostly within the metropolitan areas and are concerned about 
the environment and especially the impact of burning fossil fuel on global 
warming and pollution. 

Idea: drive in a modern way with no battery anxiety, make your urban life 
green and safe

Insight:
The LEAF stands for a new lifestyle for urbanites. Not only the car itself is 
environmentally friendly, but also the positive impact on life and family 
after changing this city friendly car is highlighted to attract the audience.

Tone of voice: Friendly, trustworthy, professional

Execution:
Social media
-Website banners: LinkedIn
- Video ads: YouTube 
-Carousel ads: Facebook

Outdoor
-Interactive poster: tram station/city building/parking lot
-Billboards: city main roads

Analysis: Focus on promoting the performance of the car when the price is higher 
than the competitors



Strategy

Outdoor
- Focus on promoting the 'high safety rate’ feature for TA with children, and 
place ads in front of schools, playgrounds and zoos. etc.  Showing some ideas 
related to family road trip with the idea of it's the smarter choice for family road 
trip.
- To address ‘zero emission’, a series of interactive posters can be placed at 
cab stands and parking lots to attract the environmentally conscious target 
audience.

Social media
-Place ‘Green leaf, green drive’ carousel ads on Facebook，Providing a link to 
the official website, making it easier for people to know the details of  Leaf.
- Sponsoring influencers on YouTube to encourage people to choose Leaf.
- Place web site banners on LinkedIn to get urban professionals to follow the 
product in the workplace social network

Slogan: 
Opt1: Nissan leaf, leaves you better life
Opt2: A smarter choice to go green
Opt3: save your time, save the world

Promotion
- Providing a 7-day trial drive service allows urban commuters to truly 
experience how far Leaf can cover, making Leaf on the shopping list for urban 
professionals.
- Cooperating with Australian environmental charity organizations to make a 
donation to them for each order to increase brand awareness.

Mandatory: NISSAN logo

Timeline: Oct 2021 to March 2022 
Budget: $1M
(Distribution plan)

PS: if Nissan want to increase the ROI before some special branding event, digital media 
expense should be increased.


